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THE PLAZA

nHE PLAZA,—an entrance unique in Store architecture,

impressive in its dignity and the last expression of modern

ideas on lighting and fittings. It is slightly below Main

Floor level, with walls faced in marble, floor of travertine,

1 and grille work of monel metal made in Canada. The PLAZA
is lined with window cases and glassed-in niches displaying the

newest things in House Furnishing fashions. Entrances are from

Yonge and Hayter Streets, and steps (also escalator to Main at

Hayter Street), lead up to the Main Floor and down to the Base-

ment. Here are the elevators for the east side of the building, the

green elevators, which take you to the various floors, and to the

Round Room and the Auditorium.
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APPROACH TO MAIN FLOOR

EATON'S-COLLEGE STREET
a magnificent and spacious store . . . the

headquarters of furniture and house furnishings

SATON'S—one of the historic stores of the

western continent—marked yet another mile-

stone in its progress, with the establishment

of the magnificent and spacious Store at

[7777711******* College Street—headquarters of Furniture

and House Furnishings.

Service and Good Value, twin ideals of the

Eaton organization in its business relationships,

have, in the course of years built up in Toronto this

vast organization. The buildings that house it,

BEGUN IN DAYS OF OIL LAMPS
and crinolines, have been added to as necessity arose.

Yet they were found to be inadequate for the trans-

actions of a Store, which endeavors to give its cus-

tomers every facility and convenience in shopping,

every service and every charm of surroundings, that

modern methods of merchandising can devise.

So Eaton's-College Street was built for Furni-

ture and House Furnishings, with a number of

Specialty Shops in wearables and accessories for the

convenience of customers.—A building which pro-

vides a beautiful and practical background for mer-

chandise, and which provides customers with the

pleasantest of surroundings and the greatest facility

in shopping. At Eaton's-College Street we aspire

to offer all the hospitality that a great modern store

can extend, as well as the superlatively good values

which everyone has come to expect from Eaton

Stores—and the Eaton guarantee of "goods satisfac-

tory or money refunded."

A CANADIAN BUILDING

We had also another ideal in view—to erect a build-

ing which should be thoroughly and representatively
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HAYTER STREET ENTRANCE

Canadian, built wherever possible from Canadian

materials—and by Canadian workers.

Canadian architects planned this great addition to

the ranks of modern stores. Lighting fixtures, eleva-

tors, and many other details were worked out in

our own Architectural Office. Showcases, fixtures,

metal work and all possible furnishings—from the

stoves in the kitchen to the arm chairs in the lounge,

from concealed cash tubes to the carpet on the floors

—were made by Canadian firms.

THE STYLE OF ARCHITECTURE

is as modern as to-day, with that simplicity of line

and grandeur of strength which distinguish the archi-

tectural classics of all time,—from the temples of

Assyria to the skyscrapers of America. The straight

lines, wide flutings and simple ornaments, the freedom

from any touch of the bizarre, details which denote

the style of to-day, are apparent inside and outside

the building. It has been designed as a whole. Show-

cases, elevators, marble columns, polished steel light-

ing fixtures, the very balustrades, are all related.

This harmony, as much as the sheer majesty of line,

gives an exaltation of spirit, akin to that which one

feels in the mounting rhythm of one of the great

masterpieces of music.

BEYOND THE GRACE OF FINE PROPORTIONS
which in every great architectural conception must

have a universal appeal, there is the question of

practical use. Here this majestic Store is a veritable

triumph. From the delivery of incoming merchan-

dise to the designs and positions of the showcases;

from the outside elevator service to the planning

of the restaurant kitchens, the practical aspect has

received as minute consideration as the aesthetic.

The architects engaged in the work studied every

modern contrivance in the newest stores in some of

the greatest cities in the world And in Eaton's-

College Street they incorporated the best from all

sources. It has features that are unique, features

that are improvements on familiar systems, and

many innovations.

MATERIALS
A quest for the finest and most lasting materials

that Canada could produce ended in the choice of

granite, limestone and brick. Black granite from

Mount Johnson, in the Province of Quebec—brown

granite from Gananoque, in Ontario—and limestone

from the Tyndall quarries of Manitoba. The result-

ing harmony of color and tone proves the selection

a happy one. About the strength and durability

there can be no question.
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TyNDALL LIMESTONE

"Ivory buff," naturally reinforced, is one of the

strongest, most durable stones known. But the

quantity is limited. Before beginning so vast an

undertaking as Eaton's-College Street, it was

necessary to explore the Tyndall district to make
sure that there would be sufficient stone. This in-

volved the drilling of test holes over an area ap-

proximating seventy acres—a costly exploration,

consuming much time—but just one of the mammoth
problems involved in the erection of such a building.

TRAVERTINE
is used for floors in the

entrances on the Main
Floor, Art Galleries and

some other quarters.

Main Floor columns are

encased in a French

marble known as "Notre

Dame B." The same

marble is used in the

Elevator Plaza, and in

wall facings. Fixtures,

cases and panelling—
made in Canada— of

French burl walnut and

ancona walnut, are of

modern design, showing

the full beauty of these

highly ornamental woods.

MONEL METAL
a rustless alloy, and an

all-Canadian product—is

used for grill work, ele-

vator doors, etcetera—an

impressive tribute to the

beauty and practical as-

pects of modern inven-

tion.

VENTILATION

Eaton's-College Street boasts the most modern
of mechanical ventilating systems. Fresh air is

drawn in and circulated—and foul air drawn off—via

pillars, walls and the Plaza. This system in so

spacious and lofty a building— even the basement
has a ceiling 14 feet high— ensures a continuous

change of air. Cash and sprinkler tubes are also

concealed.

SIZE OF BUILDING
The building consists of seven stories, with base-

ment and sub-basement. Its height from the street

level at the corner of Yonge and College Streets, is

169 feet. The main block of this building measures

206 feet on Yonge Street, and 247 feet on College

Street. From this, wings run south on Yonge to

Hayter, and west on College to Bay Street, making

a total frontage of 502 feet on Yonge Street, and

of 661 feet on College Street

The cubic content of the building is 14,825,000

cubic feet. The steel frame weighs 24,100,000 lbs.,

or 12,050 tons. The total floor area of all floors

amounts to 18^-2 acres.

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION
The foundations are carried to solid rock, at an

average depth of over

sixty-nine feet. But even

before the foundations

could be laid, it was ne-

cessary to remove 136,-

800 cubic yards of earth

and shale. Circular

piers, technically known
as caissons, to the

number of 187, are

carried up from the rock

bed to the level of the

sub-basement floor, for

the support of the struc-

tural steel frame. The

largest of these is thir-

teen feet nine inches in

diameter, the average

diameter being eight feet

four inches.

Concrete in the cais-

sons, 12,894 cubic yards.

Concrete in the walls,

5,000 cubic yards.

Total, 17,894 cubic

yards.

To make this concrete,

the materials required

were apportioned as fol-

lows:—32,076 tons of

sand, 360,000 bags of cement and 57,650 tons of

crushed stone and gravel.

As in modern building methods, it takes much
longer to go down than to go up, these figures,

though they offer but a cursory view of the building

and its extent, give some idea of the labour involved

in the bare construction.

WE WELCOME YOU
to Eaton's-College Street. We hope you will

examine its treasures, that you will find interest in

the setting and pleasure in its delightful atmosphere.

We enlarge upon some aspects in the following

pages.—But you will find others equally interesting,

for which no space could be found in this little book.
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EATON'S-COLLEGE STREET

A STORE FOR EVERYBODY

DHE following pages endeavor to visualize

Eaton's-College Street floor by floor, so that you

may become familiar with the Store and its

services. Its vast assembly of merchandise

—

Ulliil and the Specialty Shops in the Bay-College Sec-

tion—make the universal appeal so typical of Eaton's.

Slim purses will find unequalled opportunities for thrifty

buying . . . pocket books of generous proportions will

revel in its more exclusive things. It is in fact a Store

for everybody—with the best values in town.

STORE FEATURES AND SERVICES

AUDITORIUM—for recitals and lectures as adver-

tised in daily papers. Seventh Floor.

BEAUTY SALON—Second Floor.

CITY ORDER DEPARTMENT—takes telephone

orders for purchases in all departments of the

Store.

DEPOSIT ACCOUNT—provides convenient means

of shopping and saves time. Third Floor.

FREE PARCEL CHECK ROOM—at Service

Bureau, Main Floor.

GROCERY ORDER SHOP—where orders for all

kinds of groceries may be placed. Main Floor.

GEORGIAN ROOM CAKE COUNTER—Main
Floor.

HOSPITAL—Sixth Floor.

INFORMATION BUREAU—at Service Bureau,

Main Floor.

INTER-STORE COACH SERVICE—Between Col-

lege Street and Main Store. From Hayter Street

Entrance.

CIRCULATING LIBRARY—with the newest books

available for members. No deposit necessary.

Main Floor (near Service Bureau).

LAMP SHADE MAKING—Instruction class,

Second Floor, Centre.

LOST AND FOUND OFFICE—at Service Bureau,

Main Floor.

PUBLIC TELEPHONES on all Floors, located near

red battery of elevators.

PARKING STATION—for customers' motors. En-

trance on Bay Street, South of College Street.

REST ROOM—Third Floor.

THE ROUND ROOM (restaurant)—Seventh Floor.

SERVICE BUREAU—Check Room, Information

Bureau, Lost and Found Office. Main Floor.

SHOPPING SERVICE—arrangements may be made

at the Service Bureau, Main Floor, for a shopper

to assist you with your purchases.

SODA-LUNCHEONETTE—Soda Fountain and

luncheon counters. Basement.
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SODA.LUNCHEONETTE

A STORE WITH INDIVIDUALITY
holds the interest from the basement with its

luncheonette and log cabin ... to the seventh floor

ROM the clever window displays, inspired as

they are by a French artist brought here

from Paris .... to the beacon light which

circles the city at night with its searching

rays, Eaton 's-College Street Store has indi-

viduality and originality. It was a New York visitor

who, after seeing the Store and its window displays,

said, "Usually we think of Fifth Avenue as the show

window of the world, but Fifth Avenue has never had

anything to equal this."

Plaza and from the Main Floor. It is also reached by

elevator from every floor.

THE SODA- LUNCHEONETTE

is a much appreciated feature in the Basement. Six

oval shaped counters in a smartly modern setting of

black and orange, serve hundreds of people daily,

with breakfasts, lunches, teas, sodas. It is under

"Round Room" management, offering delicious food

at prices which are refreshingly modest.

IN THE BASEMENT
Taking the floors in their logical sequence, the

Basement is first on the list. This floor is finely

finished and well equipped in every detail and is

provided with a modern mechanical ventilating

system to purify the air. Walls, fourteen feet high,

are in a restful beige tone. Floors are of Terrazzo,

and over all is a soft, even glow, diffused from

indirect lighting. In fact the Basement rivals any

floor in the building for attractive appearance, as

well as comfort and convenience for customers.

Entrance to the Basement is by stairways from the

A FURNISHED LOG CABIN

in the Basement, attracts hundreds of visitors. It is

a fascinating spot and serves a very practical

purpose, for it demonstrates exactly the type of

Summer home that can be erected for you by

Eaton's, wherever your Summer haunt may be.

PERMANENT DEPARTMENTS

Several departments have their quarters on this

floor, such as fireplace accessories, which are effec-

tively displayed. Unfinished furniture, enjoying such

a vogue for Summer homes and small apartments,

occupies another section.
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nrmi... MAIN-FLOOR!

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

FURNITURE AND ELECTRIC LAMPS
and many things vital to our customers

find effective setting on the main floor

HERE, modem architecture creates a setting

of supreme beauty and dignity, with great

marble columns and lofty ceilings ... A
setting for furniture, for electric fixtures

I and lamps, for the model home "Thrift

House", for the Specialty Shops in the Bay-College

section, for an intriguing Gift Shop and a number of

departments. On the Yonge Street side of the floor

you find electric refrigerators and all kinds of

electric household equipment, including the modern

"Air Conditioner" for purifying the air in your home,

sewing machines, the practical housewares and

kitchen needs.

FURNITURE CHANGES WITH SEASONS
In the Autumn and Winter months, this floor,

with its extraordinary assortment of occasional

pieces of furniture, is a treasure trove for the gift

seeker. In the Summer months it is a brilliant

spectacle, with the gayest and smartest of sunroom,

verandah, garden and seashore furniture.

THE ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
A fascinating place in the Yonge-Hayter wing,

with the glamor of myriad lights. And a mezzanine

gallery from which one obtains an effective vista

of the Main Floor in all its magnificence.

ELECTRIC FIXTURES

are displayed in the seven rooms opening off this

gallery . . . Rooms for hall and outside lanterns and

commercial lighting; a section for bathroom fixtures

in color; for kitchen lighting units in color; for

living and dining-room fixtures ; for bedroom fitments

and crystal ; and lastly a room for the more exclusive

pieces, imported lines and period styles. Here, too,

is a small consulting room where you may discuss

the lighting problems of your home with experts.

LAMPS AND ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
Table and floor lamps, and bedlights, are dis-

played on the Main Floor below the gallery. All

manner of electrical appliances, ranging from toast-

ers to kitchen mixers, as well as all kinds of bulbs

and electrical plugs, also have sections here.

THE SPECIAL LAMP SECTION
offers lamps, gems of the first water. Of beautiful

pottery, alabaster, glass, rose quartz . . . and many

other lamps of exclusive design.
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TOWARDS COLLEGE STREET

are a number of other departments, more or less

related to the Specialty Shops. Accessory counters

include gloves, hosiery, neckwear, handkerchiefs,

handbags and umbrellas. Another section has the

newest piece goods . . . silks, wools and cottons.

A Drug department specializes in famous makes of

perfumes and other toiletries. A Notions depart-

ment assembles an interesting array of small things.

Books with their adjunct, fine stationery, have a

prominent place. Another circle is devoted to

cameras and the etceteras of photography. Candies

are represented by two counters. The Georgian Room
Cake counter and the Grocery Order Shop (next to

Thrift House) prove a great convenience to cus-

tomers. IN THE GIFT SHOP

THE GIFT SHOP
in front of Thrift House, is one of the most attrac-

tive features of the Main Floor. Probably no gift

shop in Canada offers a better selection of fascinating

wares from which to choose wedding gifts, birthday or

Christmas presents. Here you find delightful things

from all over the Store . . . indeed, from all over the

world . . . china, glass, pottery, pewter, copper, silver

and other things of metal, pictures, linens, small

furniture, lamps ... all sorts of novelties, carefully

and cleverly selected by the chatelaine of Thrift

House who is in charge.

THE CIRCULATING LIBRARY

(near the Service Bureau) is a favorite resort of book-

lovers, who wander about at will, choosing the books
they want to read from the well-stocked shelves. It

is a most satisfactory small library, offering the best

of the new books to its patrons. No deposit is

required for membership. The simple terms may be
learned from the librarian in charge.

A daily attendance of many hundreds shows just

what Thrift House means to the people of Toronto.

All the rooms of an average house are under Thrift

House roof. It solves the same problems of space,

furnishings and money expenditure . . . and our cus-

tomers have learned to rely on it for ideas in fur-

nishing their own homes.

Thrift House Consultants are always in attendance.

Everything in Thrift House is purchasable . . . but if

its furnishings are not exactly what you want ... if

colors or costs must be different . . . Thrift House

Consultants will assist you in finding what you seek

in the Store. The Consultants will be glad to help

you with any of your decorating problems ... to

assist you in choosing wallpapers, rugs, draperies . . .

to suggest the most attractive ways of arranging

furniture in small rooms ... to give you fascinating

new ideas on window drapings, color schemes, bed-

spread and curtain ensembles. And Thrift House
Consultants will not only prove invaluable with your

decorating problems, but they will help you budget

for your home furnishings. It is remarkable how a

dollar can be made to stretch!

THRIFT HOUSE
provides an excellent example of what can be accom-
plished in furnishing a house on a limited budget.

It demonstrates that charm is not necessarily expen-

sive and that small houses can be made interesting.

Every room in the house has been decorated with

an expense account kept firmly in mind. Good
values have been gleaned from all over the Store

. . . values that are good to look at as well as good
to the pocket book. These have been brought
together so cleverly, with such careful attention paid

to every detail, that Thrift House rooms, which are

very small in actual dimensions, have an air of space

and graciousness.

SEWING MACHINES
are on the Yonge Street side, and range from the

lightest of portables ... in color if you wish ... to

the most elaborate of console models. A full set of

attachments is included in the price of each machine

and free instruction is given as to their use.

PIANOS AND RADIOS
are also on the Main Floor ... a full complement of

all the well-known makes, including the most famous
in the world. A soundproof music room adjoining

the department, with walls hung in rich velours, offers

that complete isolation from noise essential in testing

the tonal quality of piano or radio.
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DOWN THE AVENUE OF SHOPS

THE SPECIALTY SHOPS
are in the College-Bay section/ and include everything

from a feminine wardrobe to a complete masculine outfit

m|E say "It's Smart to Shop at Eaton's-

College Street" and both masculine

and feminine Toronto endorse the

statement by their patronage of the

lliUUUUUl intriguing Specialty Shops which

occupy the western section of the Main Floor, along

College to Bay street. Here, progressing from one

little shop to another—or sitting at your ease while

all the things are brought to you—you can assemble

your complete wardrobe.

It is not only the sophisticated atmosphere of the

Shops themselves and the smart appeal of their care-

fully chosen merchandise that places them in such

high favor. But they are so easy to drop into . .

.

on the Main Floor, with four entrances directly from

the street. It is so easy to drive up to the entrance

on wide College Street. Parking space is ample. And

the street car service brings you right to the door.

DOWN THE AVENUE
Approaching from the body of the Main Store . .

.

or from the Bay Street door . . . you enter on the

avenue of shops. Done in the modern manner, with

a classic simplicity of line, and taking decoration

from the richness of the materials used. Woodwork
gives variation of Australian bleached walnut, oak,

natural pine and enamelled wood. Walls are done in

ivory and soft grey. These are the shops from East

to West:

THE CHILDREN'S SHOP

has an enchanting section for baby things . . . exqui-

site dresses, petticoats, bonnets . . . and such practi-

cal things as baskets and beds and blankets. Then

there's a section for little girls up to ten . . . little

boys up to six . . . and a very useful section of

clothes for the school girl up to fourteen. So easy

to shop for the children when all the things you

want for them are assembled in the same place!

THE COAT SHOP AND LITTLE SALON
for grown-ups are next door. Coats and dresses that

are fashion right and reassuringly moderate in price

—planned to accommodate the woman who seeks

smart, individual clothes,—have made these the re-

sort of fastidious shoppers.

THE ENSEMBLE SHOP

—celebrated for the smartness of its costumes—has

an intriguing selection of imports from the Paris and

New York houses, for the woman who demands dis-

tinction and exclusive style in her ensembles.
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THE SPORTS SHOP

comes next . . . quite the most

dashing assembly of sports togs

that the smart woman could

wish for. Badminton, skating,

riding, swimming . . . whatever

your hobby ... the right things

for your outfit are here.

THE LINGERIE SHOP

is a rapturous place of exquisite

silks and laces . . . lingerie,

negligees and foundation gar-

ments. Business woman, bride

and debutante find a satisfying

variety.

THE MILLINERY SHOP

—Another engaging resort,

where smart Toronto finds the

latest tilt from Paris and New

York. And where hats are

made to order, moulded to the

head, to interpret individual

personality.

THE SPECIALTY FUR SHOP

tailors fur coats with a magic

subtleness of line . . . slender-

izing, graceful. Fine pelts are

fitted to smart perfection. Fur-

trimmed coats, too, are de-

signed here with the same dis-

tinctive grace. The workroom

and Fitting Room are just be-

hind the Shop, so that gar-

ments may be more readily and

promptly fitted and altered and

fitted again to the desired per-

fection. A cold storage vault

in connection with the Fur

Shop takes care of customers'

furs during warm weather.

THE SHOE SHOP
features women's shoes for

every occasion, formal, informal

and sports, with a wide range

of prices to meet the varied re-

quirements of all its patrons. MEN'S SHOP

THE MEN'S SHOP
or more correctly shops, is the

latest innovation amongst the

Specialty Shops and is very

much in step with modern ideas,

in its smart fittings, as well as

in its assembly of men's wear-

ing apparel. Enter the Store

at the Bay and College corner

and there you find a series of

small shops and departments to

meet the well-dressed man's

various needs.

A CUSTOM
TAILORING SHOP
nicely appointed, puts high-

class tailors at your service,

while you select your materials

from an extensive variety of

fine, imported woollens. An-

other small shop is devoted to

men's custom made shirts and

pyjamas.

A READY-MADE
SUIT SHOP
carries a comprehensive and

carefully selected stock of finely

made clothes and, like the other

small shops, provides the pri-

vacy a man wants when choos-

ing his clothes.

A Shoe Shop, very comfort-

able and typically a man's shop

in its appointments and fur-

nishings, carries footwear of

superior quality for general

wear, sports and dress occa-

sions.

Besides these walled-off

shops, there are various sec-

tions within the precincts of

the Men's Shop, for hats, sports

garments, and the other fur-

nishings for a man's complete

wardrobe.
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SECOND-FLOORSS

PAINT DEPARTMENT WALLPAPER DEPARTMENT

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
second floor is vivid with wallpapers, chintzes,

paints, curtains, linens, china and tiny shops

QHE softly carpeted and finely lighted Second

Floor provides an effective setting for the

important furnishing accessories of the home.

Wallpaper, paints, drapery and upholstery

lliUl fabrics, curtains, window shades, fine linens

and bedding, pictures and picture frames and mater-

ials for lamp shades. For each department, entirely

original fittings were designed in our own Architec-

tural Office. Of burl walnut, ebonized birch and

monel metal, they are unique in design and in effi-

ciency.—Table tops to accommodate bolts of fabrics,

so constructed that when one bolt is withdrawn the

others do not collapse ; racks that cleverly dispose of

"hang-over" when curtains are thrown across for dis-

play; racks that display hundreds of wallpapers.

There's an amazing ingenuity displayed throughout

this floor.

WALLPAPERS AND PAINTS

are at the Yonge-Hayter section of the floor. Wall-

papers in extensive variety . . . the best achieve-

ments of manufacturers in Canada, England, France,

Belgium, Germany, Japan and the United States

. . . displayed on a series of two hundred multiplex

wings, which turn like the leaves of a book and make

effective display of four hundred papers. Here, too,

are radiator covers and shields of metal and wood

construction, in practically any finish desired.

Next, are paints . . . for interior and exterior work,

varnish, enamel, household wax. And a demon-

stration room showing flat finishes for walls, and

quick-drying finishes in colors for furniture and

woodwork. And the room which shows 72 panels of

wood stains . . . allowing you to choose the exact

color you wish for your woodwork, furniture, floors

or wall panels ! There is also a very fine display of

"velvet" finishes . . . sanitary, washable, wall and

ceiling finishes in choice of many colors . . . for

bedrooms, bathrooms and halls.

THE PAPER-HANGING AND
PAINTING DEPARTMENT
has a consulting room for customers where they are

given assistance and suggestions on any house decor-

ating which they anticipate having done. Estimates

are gladly submitted, without any obligation, on wall-

papering, painting, tinting or other work of similar

character.
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SECOND-FIOORI

MANY SPECIAL

SERVICES ON

THIS FLOOR

THE TAFFETA SHOP

CHINA AND LINENS

occupy the centre of the Second Floor. The china

ranges from Royal Worcester dinner services to

refrigerator jars, with intriguing array of fancy

china, glass and brasses for gift pieces. In the

linens are table damasks and exquisite handworked

laces for formal and informal use, towels of every

type, blankets in warm wools and soft hues, bed-

spreads, sheets and pillow slips . . . everything to fill

the most discriminating linen cupboard.

DRAPERY FABRICS

of every imaginable kind are assembled on this floor.

Upholstering fabrics, fine blocked linens and chintzes

for slipcovers and draperies, drapery casements,

damasks, repps, crashes and cretonnes in fascinating

variety. Orders are taken to upholster anything from

bedroom box to chesterfield suite, and furniture is

measured and estimates submitted free of charge.

Here too, are bedroom boxes, cedar chests, screens,

dressing tables, upholstered seats and backs.

CURTAINS AND WINDOW SHADES
In the next-the-glass curtain department are nets,

voiles, marquisettes, made up or in yard goods.

Curtains are made to order if desired. The Lace Shop
is an intriguing place with its exquisite laces for

curtains from far countries.

Window shades have an effective display. Awnings

and tents are shown in this department throughout

the Summer season.

THE TAFFETA SHOP
is a-gleam with row upon row of lustrous taffetas . .

.

kept under glass like rare flowers . . . and shading in

subtle hues through the whole color spectrum. A
consultant in the Shop will provide you with the

newest ideas on dressing table covers, cushions, bed-

spreads, overdraperies in taffeta. Any of these will

be made up for you, and quilted or embroidered if

desired.

SPECIAL ORDER DEPARTMENT
This department has hundreds of samples of ex-

quisite brocades, gorgeous brocatelles, fine tapestries

. . . fabrics rare in texture and tone . . . from all the

famous fabric centres. Mounted on specially con-

structed racks, one can easily and quickly look

through the entire collection. Orders are taken from

these samples. On an extensive order, if a customer

desires, the sample is deleted from stock, so that

the fabric becomes exclusive in the one home.

LAMP SHADE MAKING
A special demonstration room is equipped for in-

struction in the making of lamp shades—a service

given free to customers purchasing their materials

in the Lamp Shade Department. Here are the newest

fabrics and trimmings for shades . . . and a delightful

variety of pottery and brass for lamp bases.
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SCULPTURE COURT WITH ADJOINING ART GALLERIES

FINE ART GALLERIES
with works of old masters and contemporary artists

— also a picture department— and a portrait studio

HROM a purely aesthetic standpoint, nothing

in the whole of Eaton's-College Street has a

greater appeal than the Fine Art Galleries.

In the skilfully lighted, richly draped Gal-

\*uAUA leries are displayed many notable paintings

. . . ranging from 18th Century British Portraits,

through Barbizon and 19th Century Dutch Schools,

to contemporary British and Canadian Schools

—

paintings of traditional beauty and paintings with

the vivid interest of modem art. Small private

rooms off the Galleries have been reserved for the

display of special paintings . . . permitting the con-

noisseur to enjoy tb<*ir beauty undisturbed. Monthly

exhibitions from September to the end of May, fea-

turing the work of renowned artists, are held in the

Galleries.

THE PICTURE DEPARTMENT

just off the Galleries has a series of rooms displaying

etchings, oils, water colors, prints and mirrors, re-
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markable in variety and excellence of selection.

Special attention is given to the framing of pictures,

and advice is offered on the type of moulding and

manner of framing best suited to a picture.

THE PORTRAIT STUDIO

is another interesting feature on this floor. This

Studio is provided with every scientific aid to fine

photography . . . the most modern equipment, special

lenses, elaborate lighting facilities. Violet Keene, the

photographer in charge, is internationally known for

the artistry of her work. Many of the notable visitors

who come to Toronto from other countries, sit for

her. At exhibitions of her work in the Portrait Studio,

one sees the portraits of such distinguished people as

Lord and Lady Bessborough, Lady Astor, Sir John

Martin Harvey, Bernard Shaw, John Drinkwater,

Clemence Dane, Amelia Earhart, Lucretia Bori . . .

as well as many noted Canadians.
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BEAUTY SALON OFFERS

LUXURIOUS COMFORT

AND SKILLED SERVICE

RECEPTION ROOM OF BEAUTY SALON.

n
HERE'S a delightful retreat on the Second

Floor, which has an irresistible appeal for

fastidious women . . . the Beauty Salon,

lodged in the Yonge-Hayter section. A few

DJQZD shallow steps lead into its reception room

—

an exquisite place with silvery tinted coffered walls

and ceilings, Australian bleached walnut and monel

metal facings, mirrored panels, soft green carpet, rust

and silver colored hangings, and chairs of luxurious

comfort upholstered in green leather. The last word

in sophisticated comfort.

TWENTY-FIVE ROOMS
for various beauty treatments open from a corridor.

Rooms vivid as modern jewels, with walls of highly

polished black vitrolite, jointed with gold tinted pan-

els, and provided with chairs in crimson leather

upholstery. Each of these rooms is completely

equipped . . . No need to move from one to another

for various treatments. Every detail has been care-

fully studied towards the utmost comfort of patrons

and the perfection of service.

EVERY SERVICE OFFERED
Manicuring, complete coiffure service, facial treat-

ments, are all at the service of patrons, with such

special features as:—the celebrated Antoine treat-

ments; Zotos machineless, permanent wave; Notox,

which, like nature, colors hair from the inside;

Ogilvie Sisters hair treatments; Electro-magnetic

wave bath and massage for figure control; Peggy
Sage manicures and hand massage; the famous

platinum rinse for grey hair and the tinting for silver

blondes.

THE FRENCH SHOP
is devoted exclusively to Antoine services—such as

Antoine permanent waves, finger waves, hair cuts.

The attendants are Frenchmen, trained in the Antoine

system to create an individual coiffure for each client.

Adjacent to the French Shop is the Antoine Powder
Bar where one can have a complimentary skin diag-

nosis and make-up, as well as advice on the care of

the skin.

A CONSULTANT
is in constant attendance in the Beauty Parlor to

advise on an beauty question, while personal prob-

lems are given special consideration.
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MAIN AISLE OF THIRD FLOOR

FLOOR COVERINGS
occupy vast space on third floor. One corner

devoted to comfortable rest room (or ladies

BHE major part of the Third Floor is devoted

to domestic and Oriental rugs, carpets and

linoleums . . . the other features on the floor

being a well-appointed waiting room, the

QQZffl D.A. Office, the Transfer Pay-in Office and

the Cash Office.

In architectural design and finish, this floor dupli-

cates the others. Elevators have the same French

marble facings. Walls and pillars are a delightful

beige. Indirect lighting gives the effect of perpetual

daylight ... an asset when choosing matching colors.

The flooring is unique . . . recalling floors of mediae-

val England, with solid oak planks in random widths,

pegged down.

WEALTH OF RUGS
The first impression this floor gives is of the stu-

pendous volume of rugs and carpets. It makes you

realize that Toronto is climbing close to the million

mark, and that there are many thousands of homes

to be carpeted. Down the entire length of the floor,

from east to west elevators, runs a broad display

aisle, from which opens each rug and carpet section.

On one side the "piece goods" . . . beautiful broad-

looms in subtle shadings and plain and patterned

imported and domestic carpets. Then the room-size

and scatter rugs,—Canadian, English and Scottish

weaves of renowned quality,— vivid druggets and

Numdahs from India,—smart modernes from Eng-

land,—hooked rugs from Quebec and Nova Scotia.

Rugs for every need, scaled in price for every budget.

There are two semi-private rooms in which you may
consider rugs in relation to color schemes. Hangings,

curtains, chintzes may be sampled here with your

floor coverings.

Opposite the rugs is the Linoleum Department,

with its tiles, blocks, mosaics and carpet designs. In

an adjacent room, tile and marble linoleums are

exhibited in a natural setting.

In connection with the Rug Department there is

a service for measuring floors and laying carpets,

linoleum and hardwood floors. Estimates of cost are

given free of charge.
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ORIENTAL RUGS

Something of the mystery, the color and the glamor

of the Far East has been captured in the dramatic

setting for the Oriental rugs. You might almost have

stepped into a Saracenic bazaar. Thick walls of

stucco. Many arches and square pillars. An effect

of balconies from which droop rugs glowing with

jewel tones. Surely there must be domes and mina-

rets above the flat roof tops

!

you CONJURE UP

all sorts of fantastic thoughts in such surroundings.

You seem miles away from such prosaic things as the

linoleums next door or the English carpets across the

floor. You can almost see the trackless desert . . .

crossed by our Oriental rug buyer to secure the rugs

beneath your feet . . . crossed as he describes it,

"over swelling waves of sand and waste, on towards

the dissolving horizon . . . where at night sands turn

to silver and shadows to black velvet, under moon

and stars."

RUGS RICH AND RARE

Such is the atmosphere of the Oriental Rug De-

partment, where rugs rich and rare are spread before

you : Sarouks, Mahals, Kashans, from far Sultanabad

. . . the greatest rug weaving centre in Persia. Then a

glorious group assembled in Hamadan . . . breath-

taking in their beauty. And Kermans, the "aristo-

crats of the East,'' intricate, in softly glowing colors

. . . from the Southern part of Persia. Rugs from

Turkey, Persia, China, India, all the ancient tradi-

tional weaves . . . Bokhara, Joshagan, Tabriz, Senna,

Teheran, Ispahan, Meshed . . . and the subtly toned

Chinese rugs.

IN FACT, ALL

the most sought after weaves are included in our

extraordinary collection. Some of these rugs were

contracted for right on the looms, away in the far

East. Many were chosen in the actual homes of the

weavers, in distant inland villages. Others, very old,

treasures for a king's palace, were found in little mud

huts in the most isolated districts. In an inner room

in the department, in a romantic Eastern setting, like

jewels in a case, are some magnificent "semi-

antiques" . . . rugs of fabulous beauty. Altogether

as fine a collection as has ever been assembled in

Canada.

ORIENTAL Rua SECTION
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IDEAL ONTARIO HOME GROUND FLOOR

A FURNITURE FLOOR
dining-room and bedroom furniture, steel beds . . .

also furnished rooms and lower floor of ideal home

SVERY floor in the building has its own indi-

viduality, which however in no way detracts

from the symphony of the whole. The

Fourth Floor establishes its personality with

UMUiil a carpet of richest blue ... an effective set-

ting for furniture of fine walnut, tawny mahogany,

dusky oak or sunny maple. For this is a Furniture

Floor, dedicated to dining-room and bedroom suites

and occasional pieces. One might almost say a floor

dedicated to Canada's triumphs in the making of

fine furniture . . . for a vast percentage of the finest

things here, magnificent specimens of modern cabi-

net-making, are Canadian.

FURNITURE FOR EVERYONE
The delicate grace of an 18th Century design . . .

the beautiful simplicity of modem art ... the quaint-

ly attractive Colonial. There is indeed furniture for

every taste and every type of house. Whether a

modest little cottage or a gracious mansion . . . the

Fourth Floor will take care of its needs!

FURNISHED ROOMS
make an interesting series along the College Street

side, where various suites are displayed in harmoni-

ous settings. They illustrate how the suites will look

in your own home, and offer interesting suggestions
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for furnishing and decorating dining rooms, bed-

rooms, living rooms, sunrooms and libraries.

STEEL BEDS AND COTS
have a section to themselves . . . steel beds in all the

various types and finishes. Also automatic couches,

davenport beds, studio couches, cribs, camp cots . . .

you'll find them all here. There is also a large sec-

tion devoted to mattresses, springs and pillows. In a

small Pillow Shop you can see the various kinds of

feathers used in pillows. The inner construction of

Marshall spring mattresses is also demonstrated.

You can see just what materials go into their making

. . . the reasons why some cost more than others . . .

and what constitutes quality and comfort in a mat-

tress.

GROUND FLOOR PLAN OF IDEAL HOME
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SECOND FLOOR OF IDEAL HOME

IDEAL ONTARIO HOME
adapted from plans which won the twenty-five-

hundred-dollar prize, in model home competition

^— EFORE building this model home, Eaton's

WM had an Architectural Contest in which prizes

totalling $7,000 were awarded for the best

__ plans for an Ideal Ontario Home. The plan

^MiAiik submitted by Mr. H. Savage, a young

Toronto architect, was awarded first prize of $2,500

by the Judging Committee. From this first-prize

plan the Ideal Ontario Home was built on the Fourth

and Fifth Floors of Eaton's-College Street.

You enter the Ideal Ontario Home from a terrace

on the Fourth Floor (sketched on page 18). The
second storey, shown at the top of this page, is in

reality on the Fifth Floor of the Store. You ascend

the house stairs from one floor to the other, as this

is a complete, self-contained dwelling.

THE PLANS SHOW
the arrangement of the rooms (first floor on page 18,

second floor at bottom of this page). The Ideal

Ontario Home has been planned to assist in the

r
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN OF IDEAL HOME

decorating of those homes where distinction and

luxurious comfort are essential to the furnishings.

Its large, finely proportioned rooms have been elabor-

ately furnished. They include ... a panelled vestibule

leading into a spacious hall . . . living-room of digni-

fied size, with lounges, love seats and wing chairs

providing comfort ... a dining room graced by

period pieces or beautiful reproductions, as a dis-

tinctive setting for hospitality ... a library of un-

usual charm, panelled in pine ... a kitchen and pantry

fitted with every modem device for the smooth run-

ning of a household . . . large and beautiful bedrooms,

each offering something novel in decoration, with

dressing rooms and bathrooms decorated to match.

The bedrooms open from a large hall, comfortably

furnished as a lounge or upstairs sitting room.—Alto-

gether a beautiful home, for those whose budget

permits a certain lavishness of expenditure . . . and

in whose homes every consideration is given to

beauty and comfort.

INFORMATION
about the furnishings of the Ideal Ontario Home can

be obtained by applying to the attendant in charge.

She will put you in touch with the house furnishing

experts who selected the furniture, fabrics and wall-

papers used in the rooms. They will be glad to assist

in solving any similar problems that you may have.

There is no charge for the service.
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ANTIQUES AND

REPRODUCTIONS

PERIOD ROOMS

ENGLISH OAK ROOM

BHE
traditional furniture periods . . . English,

French, Spanish, Italian . . . are well repre-

sented in our Gallery of Antiques and Re-

productions. The latter half of the English

[iilUi 18th Century and the beginning of the 19th,

however, have been given special emphasis, the

graceful, slender designs of these periods being par-

ticularly adaptable in the modern home. Any of the

beautiful pieces on display in the Gallery will be

duplicated in our cabinet shops if desired . . . exe-

cuted by hand, by craftsmen skilled in reproducing

with amazing exactitude "the line, detail and propor-

tions of the original.

A SERIES OF PERIOD ROOMS
in connection with the Gallery of Antiques and Re-

productions, illustrating the important periods in

furniture development, have been set up on the

Fifth Floor. The development of furniture being

for the most part an inanimate record of history—

a

mirror of the habits and customs of the days in

which it was evolved—we have chosen for this series

of rooms, those periods which we felt had the most

historic significance, and marked therefore the most

important periods in furniture development. Begin-

ning at the northwest corner of the Fifth Floor, next

to the Interior Decorating Bureau, the rooms are:

—

KING CHARLES ROOM
Lofty, oak panelled ... a copy of the King

Charles Library in St. John's College, Oxford, which

dates back to about 1666 . . . and a beautiful example

of late Jacobean. The panelling of English oak was

made in our own cabinet shops. The originals of the

silvered fixtures are in the famous English home,

Knowle Park, near London, and belong to the Res-

toration or Charles II. period. A reproduction of the

original Pepys' book cases is in this room.

OAK PANELLED ROOM
The panelling was taken from an historic old home

in Clare Park, Borough of Richmond, London . . . and

set up intact in this room on the Fifth Floor. It

typifies the early Jacobean, dating at the beginning

of the 17th Century. The beautiful plaster ceiling is

a copy of the Paul Pindar ceiling now in the Victoria

and Albert Museum. The old English fire-back and

dogs are most interesting . . . being genuine antiques

and dating back to at least 1635.

CLIFFORD INN ROOM
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THE CLIFFORD INN ROOM
Shows the characteristic oak

panelling of the William and

Mary period, the influence of

the school of Sir Christopher

Wren . . . and carving in the

manner of Grinling Gibbons.

It is a faithful copy of an old

17th Century room now in the

Victoria and Albert Museum.

THE PINE ROOM
Old pine panelling, removed

from a house in Millbank, Lon-

don, and re-erected just as in

the original. A fine example of

panelled rooms at the end of the

17 th and beginning of the 18th Century .

the charm and elegance of its period .

Queen Anne.

REPRODUCTION OF MARIE ANTOINETTE'S BOUDOIR

with all

that of

THE HATTON GARDEN ROOM
Another reproduction of an historic room in the Vic-

toria and Albert Museum, came from 26 Hatton

Gardens, a once famous house in London. It is pan-

elled in deal, like the original, which was done during

the reign of George II . . . reputed to be the work of

Batty Langely.

MARIE ANTOINETTE'S BOUDOIR
A reproduction of the room in the Petit Trianon at

Versailles, in which Marie Antoinette spent some of

her happiest days. Plastered and painted in two tones

of grey, it has all the delicacy and charm of the

Louis XVI mode. It is considered a gem of the first

water in panelled treatments, and has been the foun-

dation of much of the design inspired by this ill-

fated queen.

HAMPTON COURT ROOM
Charming little room, fitted up as a small sitting-

room . . . and faithfully reproducing the panelling

and cornice of the King's Gallery in Hampton Court,

which dates back to the time of William III. This

panelling was made in our own cabinet shops. . . an

excellent example of fine reproduction.

MODERN ROOMS
illustrating the twentieth century trend in decorating

and furnishing are also situated on this floor. They

demonstrate the atmosphere of calm, restful space

which this modern art in furnishing achieves by its

simple, unhampered lines, beautiful woods, use of

metals and neutral tints.

OTHER FURNISHED ROOMS
on the Fifth Floor, illustrate settings in the manner

of Louis XVI, the Brothers Adam and the French

Provincial.

OUR INTERIOR DECORATING BUREAU

which planned and executed the decorating of these

period rooms, is always at the service of customers

who want advice on the beautifying and furnishing

of the home—from the architectural background to

the final accessories. Whether one seeks to reproduce

the old world charm of period rooms or to create the

most modern effects, experts will assist in accomplish-

ing the desired results. There is no charge for the

service of this Bureau which has its offices in the

northwest corner of the Fifth Floor.
FRENCH PROVINCIAL ROOM
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THE ROUND ROOM

THE ROUND ROOM
a restaurant designed in modern style and

boasting the excellence of georgian room service

m
mourn
Technology,-

the corners of which are

a distinguished expression

DOMED circle within a square,

windowed recesses, this room is

of the aptness, dignity and charm of contemporary architec-

ture and decoration. Designed by Professor Jacques Carlu of

Paris, professor of design in the Massachusetts School of

-Messrs. Ross and MacDonald, Architects,—it is a study in

banana yellow with black, silver and beige. The glass fountain, concealed

lighting, the statuettes in niches, and the murals by Natacha Carlu, are

details which reveal the spirit of to-day in the practical and the aesthetic.

The modem idea is carried out in furnishings, silverware, glassware,

Royal Worcester china and Irish table linen. Two smaller dining-rooms

will accommodate parties of 75 and 25 respectively . . . and have their own
small foyer in subtle shadings of red and silver, as an interesting rendez-

vous. The Round Room is under Georgian Room management.
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EATON AUDITORIUM

THE EATON AUDITORIUM
designed by Jacques Cariu of Paris, fitted with

superb organ by Casavant Freres of Quebec

SUPERB Casavant organ set like a jewel

in a finely proportioned Auditorium . . .

with walls tof pale gold "Fabrikoid" panel-

led in bird's-eye maple . . . floors a mosaic

of brown and gold ruboleum . . . the

whole bathed in soft light, through unique oblongs

of translucent glass set in ceiling and walls between

bands of ebonized wood. Chairs are smartly modern

with black frames upholstered in gold "Fabrikoid."

The Auditorium was designed by Professor

Jacques Carlu of Paris, and has the simplicity of line

and the beauty of materials employed in the finest

modern architectural treatments.

The organ is by the renowned Casavant Freres of

St. Hyacinthe, Quebec ... a four-manual instrument

with ninety stops, a total of 5.804 pipes, and equip-

ment for harp and chime effects. Its semi-circular

screen forms the background of the stage.

This stage, with its curtain of gold-toned velour,

fills a delightful role in the scheme of things . . .

providing a beautiful setting for interesting events.

The Auditorium Concert Series each season presents

many famous artists. Prominent organists are heard

in recital, and many smart society events, including

concerts, club meetings, recitals, banquets and dances,

are staged in the Auditorium. The Foyer makes an

attractive rendezvous during the programme inter-

missions and the Round Room caters when desired.

. . . Information about arrangements may be obtained

at the Auditorium Office, Seventh Floor ... or by

telephoning AD. OS75.
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